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Dear colleagues and partners!
Dear friends!

A difficult 2019 went down in history. More than once it checked the 
Donetsk CCI for strength and ability to overcome difficulties.

At the beginning of last year, the staff of the Donetsk CCI and the entire 
system of Ukrainian Chambers of Commerce and Industry suffered the 
tragic loss – the heart of Elvira Sevostyanenko stopped beating. The DCCI 
withstood the blow and once again proved that it is prepared to meet the 
challenges of the time and work for the benefit of the Donbas and Ukraine.

However, in 2019 there were a lot of highlights, related to our operations. 
One of those events was the celebration of the 55th anniversary of the 
foundation of the DCCI. Over the years of a successful operation, the 
Chamber has become an integral part of the Ukrainian CCI system, we 
join forces of 900 enterprises and organizations well-known in the Donetsk 
region as well as outside.

In 2019 the Donetsk CCI in cooperation with the partners organised 
more than fifty different events that a very wide segment of public 
authorities, entrepreneurship and community leaders got interested 
in. Striking instances became the B4W Forum, the Days of Cluster 
and Creative Initiatives, the DCCI jointly with the Donetsk RSA and 
the UNDP in Ukraine held East-Expo 2019 Exhibition in Kyiv and the 
National Conference “Entrepreneurship during Times of Global Changes: A 
Game by New Rules”. It has already become a good tradition, together with 
the leadership of the region, to honour best and brightest representatives 
of SMEs – winners and prize-winners of “The Entrepreneur in the Donetsk 
Region 2019” award.

One of the DCCI's strategic objectives is the protection of the interests 
of small and medium-sized enterprises, which is to the DCCI's team of like-
minded colleagues' credit, who succeed in solving the issues that arise 
to business, using their experience and knowledge and respond to the 
challenges of time. In particular, in 2019, a permanent arbitration court 
resumed its operation. 4 Sectoral Committees continue to work, and in 
2019, a new committee of entrepreneurs began its activity.

We are success-oriented and have the makings of a leader: potential, 
well-qualified personnel, contacts, relations with foreign partners, 
experience in event planning and desire to implement new innovative 
approaches in the future.

Now it is not the time to be satisfied with what has been achieved and 
give up hope for the future. It is the faith in our strength that animates us for 
new achievements in 2020!

Maksym
Anufriiev

President of the Donetsk
Chamber of Commerce
and Industry
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The starry sky is a great mystery that has been attracting human beings with its opportunities 
since time immemorial. Has anyone considered those possibilities?

Let us do it together, shall we?
According to modern concepts, the Universe arose about 13.7 billion years ago as a 

result of the Big Bang. Since then, it has been constantly evolving and expanding. And now 
the Universe keeps on expansion with acceleration.

In the infinite Universe, there is a huge Business Galaxy. There are lots of planets big 
and small. In the very centre of the Galaxy, there is a brightly shining star – the Success. 
Amazing CCI Planets are constantly circling in their orbits around the Success. Let us dwell 
on one of them – on the DCCI PLANET.

There live amazing creatures. They are very similar to the Earth dwellers, they are as 
good and smart as people of the Earth, but are always in a hurry, learning and sinking their 

own interests. Indeed they go out of their way to help other inhabitants of the Galaxy and create 
harmony in business – a highly thought-out system of rules and laws that all celestial bodies 

must strictly observe...



MISSION
Formation of communication networks for the continuous development of business of the Donetsk Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry members at the regional, national, international levels through services and comprehensive 
support.

VISION

Donetsk CCI is the most powerful business membership organisation in the region, organically integrated into the 
national and global ecosystems of the Chambers, a network of business contacts and highly qualified experts, It is a 
consolidated business voice and a universal communication platform for the development of the regional economy.

VALUES

PRINCIPLES

● professionalism
● responsibility
● independence
● trust

IN 2019 THE CURRENT ACTIVITY OF THE DONETSK CCI
WAS IMPLEMENTED IN SUCH DIRECTIONS:

● foreign economic activity
● representative activity
● participation in international projects
● assistance in attracting investment into the region
● collaboration with SMEs 
● business services provision  

THE DONETSK CCI HAS GOT ITS OWN

● independence
● trust
● reputation
● social responsibility

● reputation
● teamwork ability
● proactivity

● stability
● uniqueness
● intellectual potential
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“Houston, we have a problem!” said John L. 
Swigert – a command module pilot of Apollo 13.  
Fortunately, the crew overcame the difficulty and even 
reached a record-breaking distance – 401,056 km 
from the Earth piloting a manned spacecraft!

The specialists from the DCCI Planet take care lest business travellers should not have 
problems and could direct their efforts towards achieving new horizons of success. One can obtain 
all the services if they apply for MEMBERSHIP PACKAGES! It is business owners who like it most – 
after all, it is an opportunity to focus on business development, that means earning more. 

Houston,

we have

a problem!



As of 1 January 2020, the Donetsk Chamber of Commerce and Industry consolidates 900 enterprises 
and entrepreneurs. Since 2019 the DCCI members have been provided with membership packages.

COLLABORATION WITH THE CHAMBER MEMBERSCOLLABORATION WITH THE CHAMBER MEMBERS

● Forums, conferences – 5
● Business-missions, exhibitions – 5
● Meetings on international cooperation – 3
● Meetings of Sectoral Committees and the Business Council – 16
● Meetings with local authorities – 3
● Seminars, trainings – 45
● Competitions – 2
● Meetings on the topics – 5

● trainings – 230
● events – 630
● committees – 536

THE DONETSK CCI HELD 51 EVENTS: 

900
MEMBERS OF THE
CHAMBER

*Including temporarily suspended membership in accordance with clause 6.8 of the Charter.

DISTRIBUTION OF CHAMBER MEMBERS
AMONG THE DCCI BRANCHES

9%20%
micro 

and small 
enterprises

medium-sized 
enterprises 

large 
enterprises

71%

71%
19%

10%

*

The Donetsk CCI, CO

DCCI branch in Kramatorsk

DCCI branch in Mariupol

The number of participants in:
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Do you know that over 300 thousand people claim they have survived the alien abduction? There 
is a huge number of stories about different races and varieties of humanoids. In any case, it is up to 
you to decide whether to believe those stories or not, but the question “What should I do if the aliens 
have kidnapped me?” will never take the DCCI Planet inhabitants by surprise. The aliens will then 
immediately be offered to undergo trainings, take part in seminars, workshops, attend exhibitions, 
be formed into clusters or even create SECTORAL COMMITTEES!



Date Event

25 January The DCCI experts underwent training in the “UCCI & CTA Certification Training Programme for 
Advisors on Exporting to the EU” final course

15 March The DCCI experts participated in the seminar for exporters “How Could the Pan – Euro-
Mediterranean Convention Regulations be Applied”

22 March President of the DCCI took part in a special event to commemorate Greek Independence Day

8 May
The DCCI expert underwent a training within the framework of the UK's “Good Governance 
Fund” project (GGF) “Compliance Support of Export-Oriented SMEs to the EU Product Safety 
Requirements”

29-31 May 29 entrepreneurs on behalf of the DCCI participated in the VIII International Exhibition China 
Homelife Show 2019 (Warsaw, Poland) 

3 June President of the DCCI took part in the event “Ukrainian Export Week – 2019: V National Export 
Forum”

14-27 June Vice President of the DCCI attended the seminar “Promising Cooperation of China and 
Ukraine Chambers of Commerce and Industry” (Fuzhou, PRC)

4 July President of the DCCI had a meeting with representatives of the international project – KVP 
Ukraine 

24 July The DCCI expert underwent training “Business Cross-Cultural Communication Tools” with 
support from KVP Ukraine

27-28 August The DCCI specialists received training “Oratory and Effective Communication” within the 
USAID Project “Economic Support of eastern Ukraine”)

16-20 September The DCCI representatives participated in the education programme on export to Canada

16 September President and Vice President of the DCCI received training by CIPE for executives of leading 
business associations of Ukraine and Uzbekistan

15-18 October President of the DCCI attended the meeting of the working group of the European Commission 
Platform “Transformation Experiences of the Coal Regions” (Brussels, Belgium)

21-25 October Women entrepreneurs working in the textiles went on a business trip to Germany

12-13 November Vice President of the DCCI participated in the 1st International Conference of Women 
Entrepreneurs “Success in You”

17-23 November Study visit of the DCCI expert to Poland to attend the Fast Textile International Textile Fair

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONSINTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS
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Imagine that you are a well-known star manufacturer who would like to 
have insurance for attacks of cruel space pirates. It is not as if an assault 
on the ownership of intellectual property were not a fantasy.

You are sure to be offered assistance in receiving TRADEMARKS, 
CERTIFICATES, obtaining INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHT on the DCCI 
Planet. So, you do not have to dig into legal details and do not risk losing 
a lot more! Being aware of that cosmic truth, you will make a breakthrough 
at a supersonic speed.



 The Donetsk CCI is an official regional partner of “Fit for Partnership with Germany”: 
the Manager Training Programme of the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy: 9 representatives 
of regional enterprises did an internship in Germany in the fields of “Economic cooperation in the agricultural 
sector”, “Economic cooperation without industry specifics”.

 Experts of the Donetsk CCI that is an EEN-Ukraine consortium member:
 conducted 15 advising services on the EEN system use and filling out application forms
 posted requests of foreign entrepreneurs on the Donetsk CCI media resources on a regular basis
 released 11 profiles of Ukrainian entrepreneurs through the EEN system

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENTBUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Provision of advice and services to entrepreneurs on export development

 Running the hotline for providing advice on the export issues (up to 3 calls per day)

 Provision of comprehensive support  for access to the EU markets:  
 requirements study
 certification support according to the EU's food market requirements and
      obtainment of approval documents 
 the EU market analytical studies

 Providing the representatives of regional enterprises with advice on export under
the Ukraine–European Union Association Agreement on: 

 proof of origin and tariff/non-tariff regulation 
 correct markings application on food products
 preferential access of products to the markets of the EU and CIS countries
 search for business partners abroad

 Advising enterprises on issues related to food safety system
implementation (НАССР) – 11 enterprises
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All over the world the giant ears of radio telescopes are sensitively picking signals 
from other galaxies. Scientists have constructed Lincos – the language designed to be 
understandable by any possible intelligent extraterrestrial life form.

The inhabitants of the DCCI Planet are always eager to communicate with intelligent 
representatives from other worlds. In the meantime, the FOREIGN TRANSLATION 
DEPARTMENT provides translation services to small, medium-sized and large 
enterprises as well as natural persons, starting with official documentation and finishing 
with private documents.

Mediation and telepathy are also actively used on the DCCI Planet for open 
communication. The innumerable quantity of business issues is solved thanks to sincere 
smiles and friendly handshakes!

CCID

DIPH

DCCI

DIHK

ДТ
ПП



FOREIGN TRANSLATIONS

BUSINESS SERVICESBUSINESS SERVICES

DURING 2019 THE DONETSK CCI EXPERTS PROVIDED:

 813 services on expert examination:  
● 369 services on EUR-1 certificate completion
● 118  services on UKTZED and DKPP 016:2010 codes determination
● 46 services on the production process
● 39 motor vehicle inspection services
 Legalised were
● 11998 certificates of origin 
● 782 conclusions on the place of origin of goods
 565 new certificates on the identification number assigned to goods in the GS1 international system

FOREIGN ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

The Donetsk CCI is capable of providing services expertly, objectively, and competently, to promote domestic products 
including those that are manufactured by the enterprises-members of the Chamber, to foreign and domestic markets.

2744 customs declarations were issued 
6 ATA Carnets were issued
3105 temporary storage services were provided

The Foreign Translation Department of the Donetsk CCI provides services in translation and verification:
  

● 248 orders
● 76 customers
● 9 languages
● 1700 A4 pages
● 2 professional translators
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In our Galaxy, the business climate and the rules are 
changing gradually but irreversibly. The only thing that keeps 
away from learning the truth about the universe is lack of 
trained, qualified, and ready to work under new conditions 
inhabitants of the stellar world.

The DCCI Planet staff is aware of these requirements so, 
they are learning all day long since world cognition and self-
actualisation are essential and compulsory notions. 

Annual 
Report

DCCI 2019 



MORE THAN 1000 PERSONS PARTICIPATED
IN THE EVENTS OF THE DONETSK CCI FOR SMES:

● 536 persons attended 13 meetings of the Sectoral Committees of the Donetsk CCI
● 136 persons took part in 4 meetings of Regional Council of Entrepreneurs in the Donetsk region
● 35 persons were involved in the panel discussion
● 100 persons participated in 4 business meetings
● 150 persons were present in the conference
● 130 persons were present at “The Entrepreneur of the Year” Award Ceremony

THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE DONETSK CCI TOOK PART IN:
● V National export forum of the Ukrainian CCI 
● the meeting of the working group of the European Commission platform “Transformation Experiences of the Coal   

Regions”, Brussels (Belgium)
● I Investment Forum “RE:THINK. Invest in Ukraine”
● the working group within the partnership project between the Association of German CCIs (DIHK) and 

the Ukrainian CCI as well as regional CCIs
● “The Ukrainian Export Week – 2019: V National Export Forum”
● the meeting with the representatives of KVP – Ukraine International Project
● the meeting with an expert of the USAID project “Economic Support of Eastern Ukraine”
● the initiative group working meeting “BISC Network Beyond 2020 with the EBRD: General Results Discussion”
● holding B2B meetings within “East-Expo 2019” Exhibition
● V National Wine-Maker Forum
● III Annual National SME Development Forum 2019: “GROWING TOGETHER!”
● The International Conference of Women Entrepreneurs “Success in You”
● “Promising Co-operation between the Chinese CCI and the Ukrainian CCI” Seminar, China
● the working meeting with Head of the State Customs Service of Ukraine – Maksym Nefedov
● the economic mission from Ukraine to Poland within “Light Industry” subdivision
● the forum of coaches and assistants within the National Educational Programme on Export to Canada
● I Interregional Forum “Effective Partnership for Stable Development of the Regions”
● a strategic meeting of the BSCs within “EU4BUSINESS: Network of Business Support Centres in Ukraine” project
● the presentation of the Roadmap within “City – to City” project implementation
● a special event within the investment forum “Entrepreneurial Journey across EU4Business Programmes”
● the working meeting to sum up the results of the year 2019 and preview the 2020 Operational Plan

ACTIVITIES IN THE SPHERE OF SMALL BUSINESSACTIVITIES IN THE SPHERE OF SMALL BUSINESS
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The night sky is strewn with stars, and those stars are incredibly 
far away. A light-year – a unit of length used to express astronomic 
distances – measures about 9 trillion kilometres, i.e. the distance 
that light travels in a vacuum in one Julian year.

Alpha Centauri, the closest to the DCCI Planet star systems, 
is located 4 light-years away from it. That is why the Centaurians 
still do not know that iPhone 11 Pro Max has come down.

Well, would you like to know which way the communication 
systems operate nowadays and, which heights your business 
could achieve in the distant future? The system of Business 
education and BUSINESS SUPPORT CENTRE that help 
entrepreneurs shorten the distance, separating them from 
creative objectives, are actively operating on the DCCI Planet.

 Doesn't it look like a time machine? 



In 2019, 45 seminars, attended by 1,026 people, were organised and conducted to improve the skills of 
specialists of enterprises and organisations of the Donetsk region.

BUSINESS EDUCATIONBUSINESS EDUCATION

● 16 trainings
● 2 seminars
● Business Game “The Map of Trends: Level up your Business”
● Workshop “The art of dialogue through non-violent communication. Business communication and not just that...”
● Business Coworking “Business Communications: Best Practices for SMEs”

EXPERTS OF THE DONETSK CCI
ORGANISED AND CONDUCTED FOR ENTREPRENEURS:

MEASURES AIMED AT
“ORGANISATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF PUBLIC PROCUREMENT”

● 32 training seminars – 73 bidders
● Information and consulting services – 17 consultations
● Participation of an expert in the training programme “Improving the level of cooperation and trust with common   

participation in international and national public procurement” – TENDER TOGETHER

DEVELOPING PROFICIENCY

As of 31 December 2019, the staff of the Donetsk Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry comprises 80 people.

Developing proficiency issue is regularly monitored.

●  52 employees of the Donetsk CCI were provided on-site training.

● 34 employees of the Donetsk CCI did courses, participated in 
seminars and conferences, underwent trainings.
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In tough time the business community tries to jettison the ballast, i.e. follows the rule that requires 
to get rid of anything useless! The Legal Department of the DCCI Planet provides business entities with 
legal support for economic and foreign economic activity.

By the way, in 1967 102 countries signed the so-called Space Treaty, and it is still valid! The 
inhabitants of the Planet manage the new mounting needs of the Society fast. In 2019, the PERMANENT 
ARBITRATION COURT renewed its activity at the premises of the DCCI.

Members of the Donetsk Chamber of Commerce and Industry, entrepreneurs or even the inhabitants 
of other galaxies can contact it to seek justice.



THE LEGAL WORKTHE LEGAL WORK

The Legal Department provides legal support of the Donetsk CCI activities, renders services in legal support 
of economic and foreign economic activity to business entities.
● 48 certificates of force majeure (Acts of God) were issued
● 57 responses were prepared including 14 explanations of court decisions and legal implications
● a telephone hotline was set up to give information on legal issues
●  advice on alternative methods for resolving conflicts were provided
IN 2019 THE PERMANENT ARBITRATION COURT RESUMED OPERATION AT THE PREMISES OF 
THE DONETSK CCI

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES
● 31 applications for registration of marks for goods and services were executed
● 20 certificates of Ukraine for a sign for goods and services were received
● support for entrepreneurs in document management with UkrPatent
● consulting services on registration of rights to intellectual property
● services in explaining laws of Ukraine in the field of intellectual property
● information and consultation measures for business entities in the field of intellectual property
● support of formal and qualification examination of marks submitted for registration
● services for ensuring the accelerated examination procedure
● development of programmes for the general activity of the Donetsk CCI with the Commission on Protection from 

Unfair Competition at the Ukrainian CCI and relevant governmental authorities

THE DCCI ACTIVITY ON THE MEDIA SCENE

● 117 information services were provided
● during the year, members of the Donetsk CCI and foreign companies were actively exchanging commercial and 
tender offers, business information with diplomatic missions of Turkey, Greece, Belgium, Montenegro, Germany, 
Denmark, Egypt, Iran, and Iraq in Ukraine 
● inputting and updating the Chamber website  – donetskcci.com/news, the Facebook page  – www.facebook.com/
Donetskcci and the Export Centre – export-ua.com with the relevant business information
● promotion of services and activities of the Donetsk CCI at the regional, national and international levels
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Remember reading science fiction in childhood and dreaming on it would come true?
Many of us wanted to become astronauts, tracing the adventures of Isaac Asimov's heroes 

conquering new galaxies. In adulthood, those of us, who managed to remain stubborn dreamers 
and children in the heart must have achieved our childhood dreams.  But there are quite incredible 
projects in the arsenal of scientists.

Elon Musk has launched all-electric battery-powered car somewhere into the space abysses. 
He promises to send us to other planets in the near future.

We keep up to date!



PROJECT ACTIVITYPROJECT ACTIVITY

Business Information Support Centre in Kramatorsk and EBRD (EU4Business)
The programme is implemented by the EBRD and funded in the context of the EU4Business initiative of the European Union.
● 4 events for entrepreneurs in the region
● 3 trainings for SMEs
● training and enhancing expert competencies of experts of the Donetsk CCI 

DIHK (KVP Ukraine)
The project aims at gaining advantages associated with the fortified network of chambers and improving the provision 
of the services to small and medium-sized enterprises.
● 3 meetings of the working group
● 4 trainings for experts of the Donetsk CCI 
● 2 trainings for SMEs

GIZ (GREEN Energy / GREEN Wave Agro-laboratory: improving habits and competencies, we improve the 
level of integration of IDPs and other conflict-affected persons in the Donetsk region)
The programme is implemented by the Donetsk CCI in cooperation with NGO "VIDKRYTA EKONOMIKA", Donetsk 
Regional EC, Donetsk CTC of State Employment Agency:
● 2 business meetings in the meet-up format
● 1 interactive discussion

“Renewable energy – new opportunities for the sustainable development of the Donbas”
The programme is implemented jointly with the Centre for Environmental Initiatives “Ekodіya”, the Luhansk Regional 
Human Rights Centre “Alternative” and a non-governmental German organisation for the development and protection 
of the environment “Germanwatch”
● Memorandum on partnership and the establishment of the Platform of the constant development of the coal towns 
of Donetsk region

The Canada-Ukraine Trade and Investment Support project (CUTIS)
● trainings for SMEs were prepared and conducted
● 2 representatives of the DCCI took part in the trainers and assistants forum of the National training programme on 
export to Canada.

Increasing the level of cooperation and trust with the joint fate, and in national and international public 
procurement
It is implemented jointly with the Ukrainian Association of Furniture Manufacturers and the Ukrainian Association of 
Visual Industry with the support of the Swiss Cooperation Office.
● 1 talk show “Vechirnii Tender”
● 2 trainings in the framework of the learning programme “TENDER TOGETHER”

● “Days of Cluster and Creative Initiatives” Festival 
● 3 visits to Germany

● 1 final summarising event of the project
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In 2000, NASA's engineer David Smitherman compiled plans for a fantastic space elevator project. 
A giant ground tower over 50 kilometres tall would be cabled to a small asteroid. Electromagnetic 
vehicles travelling along the cable could serve to carry passengers and goods.

Did you know about that project? Are you about to pack suitcases to travel in a “space 
elevator”? Then we would like to make a short announcement: do not forget to obtain a 
Carnet ATA! On the DCCI Planet, you will be handed out an international unified customs 
guarantee document.

The constant desire to move forward and upward is a distinctive feature of 
trained, qualified and ready to work under the new conditions residents of the 
starry world.





dcci@donetskcci.com 
donetskcci.com

export-ua.com
facebook.com/Donetskcci

l  The Donetsk Chamber of Commerce and Industry
48а Yaroslava Mudrogo Str., Kramatorsk, 84301
tel.: +38 (062) 387-80-00; +38 (06264) 7-10-76

ll  DCCI branch in Kramatorsk
48а Yaroslava Mudrogo Str., Kramatorsk, 84301
tel.: +38 (06264) 7-10-76

l DCCI branch in Mariupol
143 Budivelnykiv Prospect, Mariupol, 87528
tel.: +38 (067) 620-23-02

Bakhmut Sectorl 
32 Nezalezhnosti Str., Bakhmut, 84500
tel.: +38 (06274) 4-59-11
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